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Abstract- This paper deals with the visual object tracking using window matching technique. Visual tracking
used to determine the image configuration of a target region of a moving object. The visual tracking process
consists on matching the target region in successive frames of a sequence of images taken at closely spaced
intervals. Visual tracking has become an important process on various applications as: vision-based control,
industrial robotics, biomedicine, aerial target tracking aircraft and car traffic monitoring and control, vehicle
tracking system, determination of velocity for a moving object.
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1. INTRODUCTION:
The main objective of the paper is to determine
velocity of a moving object as it moves through a
camera's field of view. The visual tracking process
can be done by considering successive frames of
images captured by the camera. Algorithms that
combine digital image processing and visual servo
control techniques are being applied to the solution
of complex problems such as object tracking from a
sequence. Visual tracking of an object can be done
by estimating process which can be done by filtering
approach. In this paper kalman filter can be used for
this filtering approach.
A visual tracking algorithm in combines mean-shift
tracker with a modified window-matching algorithm
in order to avoid drift during partial object
occlusion. These estimation approaches can be
applied to visual servo control in association with
window-matching techniques yielding better results.
Here, a visual tracking algorithm is proposed by
combining the window-matching techniques and
estimation process which invovles kalman filtering.
The window-matching algorithm is modified and a
kalman filtering stage is coupled to improve the
tracking performance. The paper aims to develop
the structure of a tracking algorithm not yet its final
and efficient implementation, so it was developed
within the matlab computational environment.
Visual tracking problem is stated together
with the solving methods. This problem can be
solved by using the window-matching techniques
and presents a window-matching algorithm (WM)
for tracking purposes. A filtering method is used
i.e., kalman filtering (K) to improve the tracking, a
new algorithm (WM+K) is then presented. The
application of the WM+K algorithm to the following
tracking situations: ball on a warming up table
tennis game, vehicle in urban traffic scenery,
somebody on a two-people meeting and walking
scene, and a bottle floating on the sea.
2. VISUAL TRACKING:
Visual tracking is much related to the
correspondence sub problem in vision-based motion
analysis. The correspondence problem deals with
determining which elements of a frame correspond
to which elements of the next frame of the sequence,
then, it can be applied for tracking purposes by
determining the movement of an entire target region
over a long sequence of images. Due to the small
spatial and temporal differences between
consecutive frames, the correspondence problem
can also be stated as the problem of estimating the
apparent motion of the image brightness pattern, the
so called optical flow. The solution of the
correspondence problem can roughly follow two
strategies differential methods and window-
matching methods. Differential techniques are based
on the spatial and temporal variations of the whole
image brightness, generating then the optical flow.
Methodologies for motion detection based on
differential techniques can be modified to perform
object tracking in a sequence of images. However,
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these techniques demand numerical calculation of
derivatives that could be impracticable in
circumstances where there is a high level of noise,
reduced number of frames or the effect of aliasing in
the image acquisition process.
Window-matching techniques are based on the
assessment of the degree of similarity among
regions in sequential images, so that an object may
be recognized and its position inferred in subsequent
frames. Window-matching techniques can be
applied to object tracking and to other issues in
computing vision.
3. VISUAL TRACKING BASED ON
WINDOW-MATCHING TECHNIQUES
Window-matching methods are based upon an
analysis of the grey level pattern around a point of
interest and the search for the most similar pattern in
the subsequent frame. They are also called region
similarity methods. Having defined a window W(x,
y) around the point p(x, y), similar windows W'(x +
i, y + j) displaced an integer number of pixels are
considered. The estimated image displacement
corresponds to the minimal of a distance function
between the intensity patterns of the two considered
windows, which is then obtained by minimizing the
function f (W,W′(i, j)) .In case correlation functions
between distances are used, the problem would be to
maximize the cost function. The window-matching
techniques assume that: a) the grey level intensity
pattern is constant between two successive images;
b) there is not a high degree of ambiguity between
the texture of the region of interest and other regions
of the image.
3.1 WINDOW-MATCHING (WM) METHODS FOR MOTION
DETECTION
According to there are several ways of evaluating
similarities among grey level intensity    patterns in
sequential images. The nature and rigidity of the
performed motion directly affect the success of the
method implementation. The choice of the region of
interest (ROI) must be a careful task in order to
faithfully reproduce the image actual characteristics.
Problems concerned to bi-dimensional
approximations on image tracking usually happen
when the ROI is subjected to complex form and
illumination changes. One solution for this problem
may be using methods for updating the interest
region from the preceding image position in order to
minimize geometry and lighting changes However,
this procedure brings up an undesirable effect,
known in the literature as feature drift. That happens
due to the fact that the ROI new position has a small
aggregated error; which continuously builds up with
the image motion, so compromising the tracking
action. The regions on the image are represented by
squared windows of N×N dimension.
The idea is to calculate motion between a region
center around a certain point of interest p(x, y) on
image I1 that will be displaced by integer values i, j
(along the horizontal and vertical directions,
respectively) in the subsequent image I2. To
measure similarity the well known SSD (Sum of
Squared Differences) cost function will be used
here, which is defined as
Minimizing the above equation represents
minimizing the distance of similarity, and then it
means finding, on the subsequent image, the most
similar region to the current image. On tracking
several objects with independent motion, occlusion
can happen. Consequently, some objects may partial
or totally disappear in some images; this will cause
errors in the object trajectory. To deal with this
problem local trajectory restrictions can be imposed
and completed trajectories can be allowed, since this
last approach is properly considered. Solving the
equation           usually encounters the problem of
window-matching between regions with little
texture information. Here there is a methodology to
evaluate the reliability of the similarity results
obtained with the SSD function. Small windows of
5×5 pixels are used for window matching purposes
with the candidate points for minimizing the SSD
function. The method validation is based on the fact
that, on establishing a window matching along a
scanning direction, if there is a slight difference in
the distance of similarity between windows, it will
not be possible to determine the matched window.
On the other hand, if there are acceptable similarity
distance variations along the scanned direction, it
can be concluded that there is a matched window.
3.2 A WM TRACKING ALGORITHM BASED UPON
SIMILARITY DISTANCE MEASUREMENT
An algorithm applying the window-matching
method by using a similarity distance measurement
was developed. The stages of such algorithm are
shown in Figure 1.To measure the region similarity
the algorithm builds an image distance matrix from
which the minimum (or maximum, when the
correlation functions were used) values can be
obtained. A pre-processing stage was not
implemented in the proposed algorithm, as
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suggested in Anandan (1989), because it is desirable
to keep the visual information related to the object
boundaries. The adopted methodology demands a
substantial computational effort.
Fig. 1. Window-matching algorithm (WM) for
tracking purposes
4. A KALMAN FILTER STAGE INTO A WM
TRACKING ALGORITHM
Kalman filtering is a recursive procedure for optimal
estimation of the state of a dynamic system, on the
basis of noisy measurements and an uncertain model
of the system dynamics. For object tracking
purposes kalman filtering can be used to estimate:
a) the position of a moving feature point in the next
frame, i.e. where to look for the feature; and b) the
uncertainty of the estimation, i.e. the degree of
confidence of finding the feature in the next frame
in a region around the predicted point.On tracking
objects from frame to frame in long sequences of
images, there is a fact; the motion of the observed
scene is usually continuous, being then possible to
make prediction on the motion of the image points,
at any instant, based on their previous trajectories.
Then object visual tracking can be approached as a
problem of state estimation of a dynamic system
motion, being the state vector x x y u vT,
consisting of the 2D position p x yT and its
respective velocity vector p u vT . As a new
frame of the image sequence is acquired and
processed at each instant tk = to + k.Δt with k=0, 1,2…and Δt a certain sampling time between frames.
Assuming a short sampling time, the state vector
does not change much, thus the system model
describing the motion dynamics is a time discrete
dynamic equation as
For simplicity (not considering real time) Δt = 1,
thus a state equation that now will include a noise
vector wk −1 to represent the system noise is
The position vector as determined by the window-
matching (WM) procedure will be the measurement
vector zk; it will include a noise vector vk torepresent the measurement uncertainty. The
measurement model will then be
The noise signals in the noise vectors wk and vk areconsidered having Gaussian distribution and zero
mean. The corresponding system covariance matrix
Qk−1 and the measurement covariance matrix Rk−1are also inputs to the Kalman filter at time tk −1. Inthe proposed algorithm the window-matching
procedure will supply the Kalman filter with "noisy"
position observations zk from which optimalposition and velocity estimates xˆk at time tk willthen be obtained. To initialize the kalman
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estimation, arbitrary high values for the process
covariance matrix Po must be assigned because thefilter dynamics takes into account the confidence
level of the estimates according Po. In many cases,undesirable estimates are obtained as a result of bad
numerical conditioning of 0 P causing therefore a
filter biasing. The implemented filter dynamic
equations are
With I as the 4× 4 identity matrix and Kk being theKalman filter gain. The optimal estimation given by
the filter output is vector xˆk at time tk, representingthe image position and velocity being its
uncertainties described by the diagonal elements of
the Pk matrix.
4.1 A TRACKING ALGORITHM BASED ON WINDOW-
MATCHING AND KALMAN FILTERING (WM+K):
The window-matching (WM) or similarity algorithm
shown in Fig. 1 was then modified by inserting a
kalman filter stage. While the window-matching
algorithm is running, the kalman filter processes the
resulting measurements generating then outputs to
indicate the error tolerance during the WM
algorithm execution. In case the similarity algorithm
returns values that do not match the conditions
previously established, these WM results are
dropped and the kalman filter position estimates are
taken as solutions. In this way misleading results,
especially those ones produced by feature drift can
be corrected. Figure 2 shows the developed
algorithm (WM+K). Complementary strategies
could be introduced in order to improve this window
matching with kalman filtering. These strategies
demand more complex techniques, most of which
depend on the use of non-linear models to represent
more accurately the attempted tracking. Here
linearized models were used to implement the
proposed algorithm.
Fig. 2. A Window-matching with Kalman Filter
Algorithm (WM+K) for tracking purposes.
5. RESULTS
In this paper the results can be better explained by
considering an example of A Bottle floating on the
Sea. This sequence shows a bottle on the sea
surface, the same four frames are shown in Fig.3.
This is sequence is very particular in the sense that
there is a random non-rigid movement with depth
variations, blurring effect, scale changes and a high
degree of ambiguity. These characteristics demand a
robust algorithm to keep tracking the object. The
WM algorithm was applied to the bottle sequence
and the tracking results for the four frames are
shown in Fig.4. It is clear that the WM algorithm
was not able to keep tracking the bottle, mainly due
to the ambiguity with the background. On the other
hand the WM+K algorithm keeps tracking the ball
despite the particular characteristics of the scene;
these tracking results are shown in Fig.5.
The proposed WM+K algorithm was capable of
tracking targets in these sequences. Thus, it could be
said that a WM+K tracking algorithm, consisting of
a window matching stage generating measurements
for a Kalman estimation filter, produces better
tracking results and offers robustness to the object
tracking process.
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Fig.3. Bottle floating on the sea sequence: initial,
two intermediates and final frames
Fig.4. Tracking a bottle with the WM algorithm
Fig.5. Tracking a bottle with the WM+K algorithm
6. CONCLUSIONS
This paper explained about an algorithm for tracking
objects from a sequence of images. The algorithm is
based on a window matching approach that uses as a
similarity measurement the sum of the square
differences (SSD). In order to improve the tracking
performance under Object disturbances a Kalman
filtering stage was incorporated. This joint operation
increases the tracking robustness. The algorithm was
implemented within the Matlab environment to take
advantage of its developing facilities. Assigning
scanning sub-regions contributed toincrease the
processing speed without compromising the tracking
performance. The developed tracking algorithm was
applied to track: A Bottle floating on the sea. The
approach presented would provide improvements
for visual tracking due to the fact that the tracking is
independent of the motion type and of the object
shape. The algorithm also offers flexibility to
provide visual tracking of an object in real time
environment.
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